
Volunteer Profiles.  1 
 
NB The profiles can overlap. The time commitment varies as some 
require regular input, but most are as and when the need arises. For 
example, around one-off events and outings. 
 
Meeters and greeters. 
A big success of the 2012 London Olympics was the widespread use of 
“introducers”. This is the same idea. Members, often new members, 
come to our events and are unsure of what to do as they do not know 
other members. And/or have not been before. Meeters and Greeters 
have the important job of helping these members feel welcome and 
comfortable. First impressions are lasting impressions! For any event 
you will asked to do this probably at a given location in the event 
especially at the signing in point and a refreshment area. It is very 
worthwhile and helping members is very social. 
 
Signing In/Registration 
All our events have a record of who attends. Signing members in is 
essential both for overall security and to ensure everybody attending is 
entitled to be there. For this key role it is very useful to be able to quickly 
identify and tick off members from the membership list or record visitors 
contact details using a proforma sheet. Queues are to be avoided! There 
are always two people doing this, so it is very social. 
 
Helping with the Website 
We are a web-based organisation so ensuring our web site is accurate 
and up to date is essential. This involves working in a team to solve fairly 
straightforward technical problems to assist members using the web site 
and to look for ways of making the website more informative. 
 
U3A development 
It is essential that, as an organisation entirely dependent on members 
contributing their time, we continue to look for ways to improve how we 
collectively do things. Consequently, there are always opportunities to 
contribute doing things such as how to make the best use of the data we 
have, investigating and recommending ways of improving what our 
members can do by reviewing how other U3As work. There are over 
1,000 U3As nationwide and nearly 50 on London alone. It can involve 
basic research as well as interacting with other U3As. 
 
Events and Outings. 



These are popular with members and we need to increase them both in 
number and variety. So, this is great opportunity to help develop a 
programme to do this. It would include researching possible locations 
and what they offer, checking transport options, costs, recommending 
dates and suitable publicity. This is done in a team, so it is very sociable 
as well rewarding. There are plenty of opportunities to find things out! 
 
Coffee Mornings 
These are very popular with members and are a really interesting way of 
having a pleasant time in congenial surroundings. However, with an 
expanding membership offers to host coffee mornings are much 
appreciated. 
 
Programme Development 
U3A is about learning opportunities. These need to be identified, often 
with another organisation such as an educational or research body to 
establish if Islington U3A can assist in some way. So, having an interest 
in research is useful although not essential. These programmes are 
done collectively so working in team as well as meeting new people 
make it quite a social activity. 
 
Publicity 
It is important that to maintain the viability of Islington U3A we have a 
steady stream of new members. One way we do this is to distribute and 
display publicity leaflets and posters throughout the Islington using a list 
of sites. This material needs to be kept up to date by regular visits to 
these sites. There is a team which does this so doing this is sociable as 
getting out and about. 
 
The Help Team 
This team is flexible and provides assistance for many of the small, but 
important things that have to be done at events, outings and social get 
togethers. For example, setting up and preparing function rooms, giving 
refreshments, clearing up, taking photos. It is very sociable both within 
the team and in mingling with other members. 
 
Professional Assistance 
In our more specialist areas, some additional help from members with 
experience is of great help. This is especially so for graphic design, copy 
writing, computer/tablet/smart phone support. This is a very helpful way 
of putting experience to practical effect in U3A. 
 



Sometimes particular groups need specific help which other members 
could provide. For example, a piano player to support community 
singing. Could you offer this type of support? 
 
Executive Support 
Islington U3A is a charity and is run by elected Trustees working through 
the Executive Committee. It is important that members are involved in 
this as well and one way this is done is through members acting as 
support to some Trustees in their roles. For example, Groups 
Coordinator, Membership Secretary, Events/Outings Organiser,  
 
 
 
 


